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Penguin Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Girls of Slender Means,
Muriel Spark, This is beautifully packaged reissue of one of Muriel Spark's best loved novels, "The
Girls of Slender Means". 'Long ago in 1945 all the nice people in England were poor, allowing for
exceptions'. In the May of Teck Club - a London hostel 'three times window shattered since 1940 but
never directly hit' - the young lady residents do their best to act as if the war never happened. They
practice elocution, and jostle one another over suitors and a single Schiaparelli gown. But behind
the girls' giddy literary and amorous peregrinations they hide some tragically painful secrets and
wounds. 'You girls are my vocation.I am dedicated to you in my prime'. "Reading the novel as a
young woman was a random gift; rereading it today is to encounter the rarest of fiction and to
appreciate the early and enduring genius of Muriel Spark". (Carol Shields, "Guardian"). "One of
Spark's most evocative novels". (Anne Taylor). Muriel Spark was born and educated in Edinburgh.
She was active in the field of creative writing since 1950, when she won a short-story writing
competition in the "Observer",...
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ReviewsReviews

I actually started o  looking over this publication. Indeed, it really is play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Its been printed in an
exceedingly basic way and is particularly just right after i finished reading this ebook by which actually altered me, affect the way i believe.
-- Toney B er nha r d-- Toney B er nha r d

This ebook can be well worth a go through, and far better than other. Sure, it can be enjoy, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. I am just
delighted to tell you that this is the greatest book i have got study within my personal daily life and could be he very best publication for actually.
-- Miss Susa na  Windler  DDS-- Miss Susa na  Windler  DDS
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